THE STORY OF MY WALL HANGING.
I wanted to make a wall hanging for my living room. The ceiling is high, it follows the roof line and goes up
to a peak. I want the long wall hanging to hang high. I used primitive linen I had purchased in Canada for
the backing. As the wall hanging is 3 metres long, I have a join in the centre. I did this by lying one end over
the other and stitching down each side. A little harder to hook through double.
I hooked a line around the outside of the pattern area.
Then a good friend Ann-Marie kindly drew the design for
me.

Ann-Marie looking at the blank backing. Then starting.

Ann-Marie drew a sunflower design. With mountains in the background.
Anne-Marie drew it beautifully for me, but I had to simplify some of the design as I could not hook all the
details she drew., plus I had to add more leaves in some of the spaces. I started with the sky because that
appeared easier for me. I gathered many t shirts in shades of blue for the sky. I had to make sure I used
the same shade all the way along, and did not put too much in one area and then run out further on. I used
colours as found. When I started the mountains, I wanted to have a lot of the same colour, so I
extravagantly ordered some wool flannel from Karen Kaiser in Canada. This I also used for the leaves, as
wanted to stick to the same green. I also dyed plenty of blanket too for this rug. Materials used were T
shirts, track suits, overdyed blankets, dyed wool flannel. My son plants sunflowers in the paddocks around
my house Not for any reason other than to look bright and happy. I kept studying photos of these. The
sunflowers are many shades of yellow, because they were t shirts I could find, and I think this looks better
than all one shade.
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Drawn design

I worked this on my
Snapdragon Lap
Frame, and used a 6
ml hook made for
me by Les Ritchie in
Reeth Yorkshire. I
used a cutting
board and rotary
cutter as used by
quilters for cutting
the strips

I kept looking at these photos to
help me with colours and shadows
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Showing a t shirt before cutting off seams and hems. And then cutting with roller cutter and board.

Lying on the floor waiting to be hung.

I worked three rows of loops of blue
as a border. I did not want anything
too distracking
working on the lap frame.
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Finishing the edges.
I cut away extra backing leaving about 5 cms. along
each side and the bottom edge, and then using a
spray glue suitable for plastic, cork and several other
things besides fabric, I sprayed both sides, left until
tacky then pressed firmly together. After this I used
some hessian tape along the sides and bottom doing
the same thing. I used this method on my large blue
floor rug and after being walked on all the time for
several years it is still as I glued it. With the wall
hanging I next hemmed along the top edge as I
wanted to have a pocket for a thin metal strip to keep
the top firm and straight. Then I made 5 loops along
the top edge, to take the hooks when hung.

Size
Length.3 metres (9’ 10”)
Depth 80 cm (2’ 8”)

Dyes, - I used Landscape dyes for parts of the mountain. Using a dye called ‘Mountain Blue, sometimes
mixed with other blues, and I used this too for shadows. I used a dye called Alfalfa for the leaves. And
Alfalfa paler and mixed with other greens for the stalks and the veins on the leaves. The background
behind the small flowers in the distance I used green spotted with blues. Landscape dyes dye wool and silk.

Hanging it.

Laser
line
for
centre
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Done
Thank you
John and
Shaun.

